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SUMMARY: The average fibre length of TMP is much
higher than GW and one might expect a reduced need of
chemical reinforcement pulp when making LWC from
softwood TMP. In practice, the difference is small. The
interesting question is how to improve the reinforcement
potential of TMP fibres.
A long-fibre fraction was separated from highly refined
mill TMP rejects for further treatment on a pilot scale.
The studied treatments were refining and sulphonation
followed by refining. Sheer refining did not affect single
fibre stiffness whereas sulphonation reduced it
substantially. Zero-span tensile strength was slightly
improved by both treatments. Instead, single fibre
strength derived from zero-span and fibre dimensions
decreased somewhat.
The tensile index of the pulps, called MRP ! mechanical
reinforcement pulp and CMRP - chemimechanical
reinforcement pulp increased by the treatments. Both
treatments impaired tear index and fracture energy index
but improved bonding. However, the strength level of
chemical pulp was not reached with the exception of the
tensile stiffness of CMRP. The fracture energy index was
shown to depend on tensile strength, tensile stiffness and
fibre length scaled by zero-span tensile strength. The low
fibre strength is an essential reason for the poor
reinforcement capability of (chemi)mechanical reinforcement fibres.
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Traditionally, chemical pulp is used to reinforce
mechanical pulp furnishes. Mechanical pulps alone
are usually not strong enough to enable efficient
processing on the paper machine and in the later
steps including printing. Therefore, printing papers
like SC, LWC paper and light newsprint grades
contain chemical pulp to reach the needed strength
level. The share of chemical pulp has typically
been 15-25% in SC papers and 30-50% in LWC
paper. Because chemical pulp is markedly more
expensive than mechanical pulp in Western Europe,
paper manufacturers strive to minimize the share of
chemical pulp. Chemical pulp does not offer any
significant paper property advantages over
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mechanical pulp in mechanical pulp based papers,
other than strength.
After modern TMP process was introduced in the
1970's, it rapidly gained a foothold in different
paper grades starting from newsprint and getting
more and more common in demanding paper grades
like SC and LWC. Using TMP instead of GW
enabled a decrease in the share of chemical pulp in
those paper grades. However, the decrease has not
been as big as could be assumed based on the fibre
length of TMP pulp and a furnish containing it. It is
shown by a simple calculation that if the fibre length
would be the only factor affecting the required
chemical pulp content, LWC paper could easily be
made without chemical reinforcement pulp, Fig 1.

Fig 1. Average fibre length of GW/chemical pulp and
TMP/chemical pulp blends as a function of per cent chemical
pulp. The length is based on the following assumptions:
Average fibre length 1.5 mm for TMP, 0.75 mm for GW and 2.5
mm for chemical pulp. Average fibre length of the mixture is
proportional to the length weighted average fibre length of the
components and their proportions by weight.

The GW/chemical pulp blend would reach the
starting point of the TMP blend not until about 43%
chemical pulp share. In practice, in a typical LWC
base paper the ratio between mechanical and
chemical pulp is about 65/35 when the mechanical
pulp component is GW and 70/30 when it is TMP. It
is obvious that the average fibre length cannot be
the dictating factor that determines the amount of
chemical pulp in the pulp furnish. The paper and
furnish recipes differ from production line to
production line. Basically, the amount of chemical
pulp in the furnish is adjusted to guarantee the
runnability of paper in the different stages of the
paper manufacture and in various end-uses.
Lehto (2003) has shown that even at a given fibre
length, mechanical pulp blends are weaker than
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could be expected. He hypothesizes that the possible
reasons for the underperformance are lower fibre
strength, low fibre flexibility and poor bonding
ability. Fibre strength is probably the factor that
limits the ability of mechanical pulp fibres to give
good fracture toughness to paper. Both bonding
ability and flexibility can be improved by refining
and already long fibres of commercial TMP rejects
can behave quite similarly in a pulp blend to
unrefined chemical pulp fibres. Low fibre strength is
evidently a much more difficult problem than
flexibility or bonding. The zero-span tensile strength
(a recognized measure of fibre strength) of
mechanical pulp fibres is some 60-70% of that of
chemical pulp (Lehto et al. 2007). It is clear that
once fibre strength is lost it cannot be recovered.
Therefore, when trying to manufacture strong
mechanical pulp, much effort must be put on
maintaining fibre strength.
The objective of this research was to investigate
how high a level of strength properties can be
reached for a mechanical pulp when the starting
point is long fibred unrefined TMP rejects collected
from a mill, and can the carefully treated fibres be
used as a replacement for chemical pulp. The ways
to refine the pulp were such that they are realistic
and possible to realize, at least in principle. Two
different ways were selected: (a) pure mechanical
treatment and (b) mechanical treatment combined
with chemical treatment. In case (a), the pulp was
first refined in three stages in order to keep the
treatment gentle, avoiding any excess fibre cutting.
To keep the pulp as long fibred as possible, fines
were removed before a fourth stage using screen
fractionation. In case (b), the pulp was sulphonated
before the forth stage. Sulphonation is known to
increase fibre flexibility effectively.

Materials and Methods
This research concentrates on studying TMP rejects
because it offers a good base for further
development as being a long fibered pulp and
because the share of rejects can be considerable in a
TMP process and it is easy to increase the share of it
by existing means; e.g. by increasing the freeness
level of the main line refiners and by increasing the
reject ratio.
The base pulp (unrefined TMP reject after
secondary screening, CSF ca. 420 ml) was collected
from a Finnish TMP plant equipped with Jylhä
SD-65 refiners in the main line. The wood raw
material was saw mill chips of Norway spruce
(P.abies). The refiner type is known to produce long
fibred pulp with good strength properties. Thus, one
can assume that the long fibre fraction from the
selected line represents mechanical pulp fibres with
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very good strength potential. In order to give a
gentle treatment and to cause as little damage as
possible to the fibres, they were refined in three
subsequent stages at Metso Paper Technology
Center (later named to Fiber Technology Center) in
Anjalankoski, Finland to CSF 87 ml. The refiner
used was a Sunds RG 32/36 atmospheric refiner
equipped with segments 9811B. The energy
consumption was altogether 1840 kWh/t
(460 kWh/t + 443 kWh/t + 937 kWh/t). Before the
refining stages the pulp was thickened with a double
wire press (DWP). The filtrate from the DWP was
used to dilute the pulp after the first and the second
refining stage. After the third stage, the pulp was put
into big bags. The refining consistency in all three
stages was ca. 18%.
The pulp was stored frozen for two months before
it was brought to KCL, Espoo, Finland, for further
treatment. It was diluted with tap water and hot
disintegrated, and then fractionated to remove fibre
fines from it. The screen (Tampella TAP50) was
equipped with a screen basket having 0.06 mm slots
and profiles 0.65 mm in height. The mass reject
ratio was 92%. The key figures of the fractionation
stage are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Fractionation of refined reject to remove fines at KCL
(rapid analyses at KCL).
Reject ratio by volume RRv, %
55
Reject ratio by mass RRm, %
88
Feed
Accept Reject
Consistency, %
1.0
0.28
1.72
Freeness, ml
72
4
141
Fibre length, (FS-200), mm
1.86
0.95
1.94

The already highly refined reject pulp was then used
as the starting point for further treatment. Fig 2
depicts the different phases of pulp treatment in this
study.
Sulphonation was carried out by spraying sulphite
solution on the pulp and then cooking it at 150°C for
30 minutes. The sulphite charge was 15%
(150 kg/t pulp). The conditions in sulphonation
resemble those of the OPCO process (Knuutila,
Barnet 1984, Shaw 1983).
The purpose of the fractionation carried out for the
three-stage-refined pulp was to make the mechanical
pulp as long fibred as possible by removing fines.
The length weighted average fibre length did not
increase much, from 2.15 mm to 2.21 mm (analysed
using FiberLab). However the share of the longest
Bauer-McNett fraction (R16) increased markedly
(from 42.0% to 47.4%). At the same time the fines
fraction (P200) decreased from 15.3% to 10.9%.
The changes in fibre composition reflected in
freeness which increased from 83 ml to 150 ml.
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Fig 2. Flow sheet of the pilot runs. MRP denotes Mechanical
Reinforcement Pulp and
CMRP
Chemimechanical
Reinforcement Pulp. Freeness figures indicated in the
schematic analysed by UPM RC excluding mill reject that was
analysed by Metso.

Paper was made from MRP (Mechanical
Reinforcement Pulp) and CMRP (Chemimechanical
Reinforcement Pulp) replacing kraft pulp totally
using KCL's pilot paper machine. For comparison,
paper was also made from TMP and kraft (standard
LWC recipe - 30/70 kraft/TMP). In addition, a
series without any reinforcement pulp was made to
see the effect of maximal kraft pulp saving. The
results from the paper machine test run and from the
runnability tester (KCL Ahma) will be reported in
the second part of this study.
The pulps were tested using standard test methods
(Appendix 1). The pulp and paper technical
properties of the trial pulps are shown in
Appendix 2.

Results
Fig 3 illustrates how freeness developed in different
stages. Most of the energy was spent at the Metso
pilot before fractionation. The 3-stage refining of
the TMP rejects brought the freeness down to ca. 85
ml freeness. Removing fines in the fractionation
increased the freeness to 150 ml. The extra energy
input to the MRP was 434 kWh/t meaning that the
total energy consumption was almost 2300 kWh/t.
The freeness decreased to 94 ml; nearly back to the
level where it was before fractionation. Already
sheer sulphonation decreased the freeness somewhat
and it was decreased further to 88 ml by adding only
149 kWh/t more refining energy to get the CMRP.
TMP rejects usually tolerate refining well without
extensive fibre cutting. This proved to be the case
also in this trial run as the average fibre length was
virtually maintained in the three refining stages. In
fractionation, the fibre length increased slightly and
after the MRP and CRMP treatments the average
fibre length was 2.21 mm and 2.20 mm,
respectively.
High coarseness is often thought be a decisive
handicap of mechanical pulps.
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Fig 3. Development of freeness in different pilot process stages.
Arrows indicate the process order (also shown in Figs 3-9).

However, Karnis (1994) has shown that high
consistency refining can make mechanical fibres as
slender as chemical pulp. In the present research, the
results were in a fair agreement with Karnis. The
first two refining stages did not change fibre
coarseness much but the third stage with high
energy input started to decrease it. 'Refined rejects'
in Fig 4 (like in other figures, too) is basically the
same pulp as the last point of the 3-stage refining
series. The only difference is the about 2-month
storing in the freeze and hot disintegration. No
change in coarseness is supposed take place in that
treatment and therefore the difference between
'Refined rejects' and the last point of the refining
series is unexpected. The accuracy of the analysis at
a coarseness level of 0.220 mg/m is ±0.01 mg/m.
Taking this into account and the fact that there was
several months time difference in the analysis and
that the actual sample was not the same, offer an
explanation for the non-logical difference.
The fourth stage was probably so gentle that it did
not have an impact on coarseness. The sulphonation
stage alone decreased coarseness plausibly due to
dissolving. The subsequent refining, even though
the energy input was little, decreased coarseness
surprisingly much. In spite of that, the level of
chemical pulp (0.182 mg/m) was not quite reached,
Fig 4.
A parallel target, simultaneously with the idea to
maintain fibre length, was the increase of fibre
flexibility, because it is one of the biggest
differences between chemical and mechanical pulp
fibres (Lehto 2003). From Fig 5 it can be seen how
far pure mechanical pulp and chemical pulp fibres
are from each other in terms of stiffness and how
difficult it is to reduce the distance. The
fractionation stage seemed to reduce stiffness and
extra refining had little effect. Certainly, it is
possible that fractionation using a screen basket
with narrow slots has a slight impact on fibres.
However, this illogicality may just be a coincidental

trial error. Nevertheless, the essential result is that
by additional refining, stiffness did not change much
(only a slight reduction from refined rejects to
MRP). Instead, the relatively strong sulphonation
and refining after that reduced stiffness
considerably. The level of chemical pulp was not
achievable. A good correlation between fibre
stiffness and the apparent density of hand sheets is
evident (r = -0.95). Density is often used as an
indicator of fibre stiffness. The results from this
research give support to that practice.
Like stiffness, water retention value (WRV) is an
indicator of the internal fibrillation of fibres. The
WRV developed somewhat with extra refining but
chemimechanical treatment is much more effective,
as Fig 6 shows. The apparent density of hand sheets
made from long fibre fractions increased
consistently with increasing WRV.
In spite of the marked change in WRV with
sulphonation/refining, the difference to chemical
pulp remained large. The results plotted in Fig 7

Fig 4. Development of fibre coarseness in different pilot
process stages. Energy consumptions for chemical pulp and
TMP are indicative only.

Fig 5. Apparent density vs. fibre stiffness. Stiffness analysed
using the Tam Doo & Kerekes method from long fibres (BauerMcNett 16 and 30 mesh fractions), apparent density from whole
pulp.

imply that the increased bonding of mechanical pulp
fibres has a slight positive impact on the zero-span
strength. However, the difference compared to
chemical pulp remained large. It is worth noticing
that fractionation decreased zero-span strength
although basically there are more load-carrying
fibres in fractionated pulp than in the pulp with fines
material (refined rejects). Thus, fines material seems
to possess a gluing function that improves dry zerospan tensile strength. Sheer refining (MRP) was
enough to recover the lost Scott bond and zero-span
strength.
For wet zero-span strength results the trend was
not as clear as in the dry zero-span strength (see
Appendix 2). Some researchers have suggested that
zero-span should be done from wet sheets to avoid
the contribution of bonding. However, Gurnagul and
Page (1989) have deduced that the difference
between dry and rewetted zero-span tensile strength
is due to the weakening of individual fibres and not
due to weakening of intra-fibre bonds. Generally,
the drop is the bigger, the more damaged the fibres.

Fig 6. Apparent density vs. WRV of long fibre fractions (BauerMcNett 16 and 30 mesh fractions).

Fig 7. Dry zero-span tensile index vs. Scott bond.
!
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The authors concluded that wet zero-span strength
cannot be used as an index of dry fibre strength.
The 3-stage refining at the Fiber Technology
Center developed tensile index consistently, as can
be seen from Fig 8. Removing fines increased the
freeness and decreased the tensile index (point
"Fractionated"), but additional refining increased the
tensile index clearly above its value before fines
removal (point MRP). Also sheer sulphonation did
the same thing and refining sulphonated reject
raised the tensile index above 70 Nm/g (point
CMRP). Thus, CMRP is not far from then level of
the chemical pulp.
Fig 9. Scott bond as a function of freeness.!

Fig 8. Tensile index as a function of freeness.!

The z-directional bonding (Scott bond) developed
significantly with the 3-stage reject refining (Fig 9).
It suffered from the fines removal just like the
tensile strength and it was only recovered by the
additional fourth stage. Sulphonation improved
bonding considerably. The behaviour of TMP is
interesting as it has a relatively low tensile index but
high Scott bond. The probable explanation is the
relatively high fines content of TMP that enhances
z-directional strength (Retulainen et al. 1993,
Honkasalo 2004).
The stress-strain curves of the pulps studied are
shown in Fig 10. The treatments had a logical effect
on the curves. Reducing the amount of fines by
fractionation made the curve somewhat more flat,
whereas extra refining (MRP) made it steeper. Sheer
sulphonation had a strong impact on the curve and
refining after it strengthened the impact.
Only sulphonation combined with refining
(CMRP) increased relative strain (stretch at break)
appreciably, but did not bring it even close to
chemical pulp.
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Fig 10. Force as a function of relative strain for various pulps.
Strip 100 mm in length, 15 mm in width, speed 10 mm/min.
Average of 10 strips, curves end at the point where the first
strips break. Tensile stiffness (Smax) values are given in insert.

MRP, sulphonation and CMRP treatments improved
tensile stiffness considerably; CRMP having even a
higher tensile stiffness than chemical pulp. Thus,
these specially treated rejects should increase the
tensile stiffness of paper resulting in improved
runnability since high tensile stiffness makes web
handling easier.
The tear index (Fig 11) decreased linearly in the 3stage refining due to reduced share of long fibres.
Fractionation increased the share of the 16 mesh
fraction but it did reflect only slightly in tear
strength. Refining (MRP) did not change the
situation much. The effect of sulphonation was
strikingly negative. In spite of the high average fibre
length and the high share of long fibres the tear
strength was low.

Fig 11. Tear index as a function of Bauer-McNett 16 mesh
fraction!

The dependency of the traditional out-of-plane tear
strength and the in-plane fracture energy has been
discussed by several researchers. The common
opinion is that when chemical pulp is refined the
out-of-plane tear strength reaches its maximum
already at a much lower refining energy than the
fracture energy (Seth, Page 1975, Hiltunen 2003). In
the 3-stage refining series of this study, tear index
and the fracture energy index had a clear inverse
correlation, Fig 12.

Fig 12. Fracture energy index vs. tear index.

Discussion
The possibility to generalize the results of this
research is very much dependent on how well the
manufacture of the test pulps succeeded. Different
ways to manufacture strong pulp was not in the
scope of this study per se, but choosing the
procedures and processes was based on common
knowledge and long experience from mill
conditions. The raw material of TMP was longfibred saw mill chips of Norway spruce that can be
regarded as an excellent base for mechanical pulp.
The mill where the coarse rejects were collected
aims at keeping the fibre length high. Normally, in
the mill, the rejects would be refined in one stage
but in this study they were refined in four stages in

order to keep the refining gentle to avoid excess
fibre cutting. The fibre length results showed that
this target was achieved as the average fibre length
of MRP and CMRP was 2.2 mm.
Karnis (1994) reported that the coarseness of TMP
reached the level of kraft pulp (0.2 mg/m) at a
specific energy consumption of about 2.5 MWh/t. In
the present study, the level of kraft pulp was not
reached even though the total specific energy was
about 3.5 MWh. Evidently, this is a question of
different refining procedure, equipment and raw
material. Probably in this study the refining was
somewhat too gentle to reach a peeling-off degree
similar to what Karnis achieved. It is likely that a
mill process that produces long fibre mechanical
pulp with coarseness comparable with chemical
pulp could be developed. In any case, the long fibre
pulps, MRP and CMRP give a good hint of how
long-fibred
and
strong
mechanical
and
chemimechanical pulps can be.
The sulphonation of long fibres in this study can be
characterized as a relatively strong fibre
modification. The CMRP was not analysed for yield
or sulphonation degree, but based on the work by
Gummerus and Rath (1986), it can be estimated that
they were approximately 96-97% and 1%,
respectively. Since only little refining energy was
spent on the pulp after sulphonation, the CMRP
process was actually a post-treatment process.
The minor role of post refining was apparent in the
small difference between the sulphonated pulp and
CMRP with respect to many properties, such as
sheet density, bonding strength and optical
properties. Fibre stiffness was not affected much by
sheer refining, but sulphonation had a marked
impact on it, and refining brought the stiffness
further down. Since the fibre dimensions did not
change much, it can be deduced that the increased
flexibility by sulphonation and refining after it must
have arisen from a decreased modulus of elasticity
of the fibre wall. The decrease of fibre coarseness
due to sulphonation should actually reflect also in
the cross sectional dimensions. The increased fibre
swelling that is indicated by increased WRV can
explain this discrepancy.
The effect of bonding on zero-span tensile strength
has been discussed by many authors, most recently
by Wathén (2006). Generally, it is accepted as a
good indicator of real fibre strength, but it has some
shortcomings that may have an impact on the
results. One of the topics is the effect of inter-fibre
bonding. Wathén adopted the view of Gurnagul and
Page (1989) and Seth (2001), which states that the
zero-span measurement is not affected by inter-fibre
bonding. According to Seth, the increase in the zerospan tensile strength that is seen in some pulps when
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they have been beaten arises from straightening of
the fibres; curly or kinked fibres do not carry load
over the gap. Wathén presented (Wathén 2006,
Joutsimo et al. 2005) a new hypothesis claiming that
all fibres do carry load in the zero-span tests and
that the increase in the zero-span comes from
favourable organization of fibrils.
In our results, we could see a tendency of
increasing zero-span tensile strength with increased
bonding (Fig 7). However, the fact that chemical
pulp was on a much higher zero-span tensile
strength level than mechanical pulp was not due to
better bonding but is explained by other factors. It is
very obvious that by developing mechanical pulp
fibres, like it has been done in this research, the
zero-span strength level of chemical pulp is never
reached. A fundamental reason for this may be that
in chemical pulp there is a higher proportion of
cellulose that provides better strength (Page et al.
1985, Somboon, Paulapuro 2009). The strength of
individual fibres is much lower for TMP fibres than
for BKSW fibres. TMP fibres loose strength with
increased refining due to delamination, fibrillation
and peeling-off, that is, due to damage of fibres.
Somboon and Paulapuro (2009) has estimated using
Eq 1 that the wet fibre strength of TMP (CSF of
whole pulp 122 ml) R50 fibres is 102 mN and that
of BKSW fibres is 150 mN (CSF 605 ml).

F "k!

ZS
nAW

[1]

where F is the fibre strength (mN), Z is zero-span
breaking strength (mN), n is the number of fibres
per unit weight (number of fibres/g), A is the active
area (m2) obtained by the project length of fibres
(mm) times the width of the test strip (mm), W is the
dry basis weight of the test sheet (g/m2), and k
(4.44) is derived from the combinations of the
orientation factor and possibility of fibres carrying
the load.
The calculation of single fibre strength revealed
that additional treatment did not change the strength
of MRP fibres but decreased that of CMRP
somewhat. The difference to chemical pulp was
12% and 21%, respectively, which is less than what
Somboon reported for TMP and chemical pulp. The
corresponding difference in zero-span tensile
strength was about 30%. As stated above, fibre curl
is reported to have a major effect on zero-span. In
this research, the differences in curl were relatively
small and its possible effect can be ignored.
Whether the mechanical pulp fibres could be
separated intact and thereby maintain their strength
is a justified question. Single mechanical pulp fibres
can certainly be strong, even stronger than chemical
pulp fibres, but usually some degree of fibre damage
is inevitable when the pulp properties are
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mechanically developed or modified to gain desired
paper making properties. Damaging fibres in
mechanical pulping is, in a way, built-in to the
process.
McDonough et al. (1988) have hypothesized that
the greater the resistance to fibre separation, the
greater is the amount of energy a given fibre must
absorb before becoming separated from its
neighbours, and the greater is the number of defects
that will be introduced to its structure. They
observed that refiner pulp having a higher
preheating temperature produced stronger fibres
(120°C vs. 160°C). At higher temperature, the
number of intact fibres was higher. Since the
researchers wanted just to separate fibres and not to
refine them, the power input was kept as low as
possible. In practical TMP processes, fibres are
more or less damaged. Vehniäinen (2008) observed
that in highly refined fibres there are areas where
the outer cell wall had been removed and areas
where bands of these layers still remained. The
areas where the outer layers are removed can swell
and are seemingly more damaged than the areas
with remaining outer layers. Fernando (2007) has
presented splendid FESEM and SEM images of
TMP fibres and shown that in the majority of TMP
fibres after the primary refining stage the S2 layer
was exposed and fibrillation of the inner S2 layer
was initiated. Peeling off layers from fibres
inevitably means that the strength of a single fibre is
reduced. However, if mechanical pulp contained
solely fibres with only the S2 layer left, the strength
of a paper sheet would be excellent upon condition
that the fibrils and lamellas of the S2 were intact.
However, this is not the case but also the S2 is
damaged during refining (Fernando 2007,
Vehniäinen 2008). Damaging the S2 means internal
and external fibrillation that is actually desired.
The damages of mechanical pulp fibres can be
supposed to be more severe and occur more
heterogeneously than those of chemical pulp. These
are probably the most important reasons for the
weakness of mechanical pulp fibres. Weak points
that are located relatively far from each other may
not contribute that much to the zero-span strength of
mechanical pulps, since according to Seth (2001)
fibre length does not affect zero-span tensile
strength. Instead, they are likely to be very
detrimental to fracture properties (tear strength,
fracture energy) and ordinary tensile strength.
As shown by Page (1969) four decades ago, tensile
strength depends on fibre strength, fibre dimensions
and bonding. The tensile strength of MRP and
CMRP was high, approaching the level of chemical
pulp (Fig 8). It is clear that the highest possible
level was almost approached. Further treatment

would have improved bonding but the unavoidable
weakening of fibres and reducing fibre length would
have limited the strength development. In bonding
strength where fines have an important role,
mechanical pulp can reach the level or even exceed
the level of chemical pulp. However, in the case of a
long fibre fraction with a minimal amount of fines
(like here) reaching the Scott bond level of chemical
pulp seems difficult (Fig 9).
Plotting stress-curves (Fig 10) revealed clearly one
of the most striking differences between mechanical
and chemical pulps, namely the much higher
breaking strain of chemical pulp. CMRP has
somewhat higher breaking strain than the other
mechanical pulps probably due to increased fibre
wall plasticity. All the treatments increased tensile
stiffness which can be kept as a sign of increased
network activation (Vainio 2007).
Fibre length is known to be an important property
for tear strength of mechanical pulps. This statement
is generally true also in this study with some
interesting exceptions (Fig 11). Increased bonding
by sulphonation obviously brought the bonding
degree beyond the optimum level. This phenomenon
has been reported earlier e.g. by Heitner et al.
(1982) and Gummerus and Rath (1986). It seems
plausible also that the highly refined rejects,
fractionated pulp and MRP, had passed the optimum
bonding level.
Lehtonen et al. (2004) show that the tear index of
TMP begins to decrease when bonding (tensile
index /dry zero-span tensile index) exceeds 0.3. The
bonding of the trial points of this research are far
beyond that limit. The drop in tear in a well-bonded
sheet arises from the smaller fibre span and smaller
rupture zone within which the strain energy of fibre
failure is released (Page 1994).
The tear index and fracture energy index had an
inverse correlation (Fig 12). As the discussion
below shows, fracture energy is probably more
dependent on bonding than tear strength.
Niskanen et al (2005) have presented that tensile
index is a function of fracture energy, tensile
stiffness and damage width, Eq [2]:
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where
I = tensile index
G = fracture energy index
E = tensile stiffness index
wd= damage width
! = geometry factor of defect and sample
dimensions.

[2]

Since wd !" #" la !" ll, where la is arithmetic and ll
length weighted average fibre length (Kettunen et al.
2000), fracture energy can be expressed as a
function of tensile index and fibre length in the
following way:

G #C$
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E
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where T and E are the same as in Eq [2], l = average
fibre length and C = geometry factor (=$2/2%).
In Fig 13 fracture energy calculated using Eq [3] is
plotted against the values that were measured for the
hand sheets. Unfortunately the 3-stage refining test
series was not analysed for the tensile stiffness and
zero-span strength in a similar way as the rest of the
pulps. Therefore it is not shown in the following
graphs. Since the numerical value of the geometrical
factor C was not known, C was chosen to give the
same calculated and measured value for the
chemical pulp. It is immediately obvious that Eq [3]
overestimates the fracture energy of the treated
mechanical pulps. Tensile index increases more
rapidly than tensile stiffness, which increases the
calculated values. The location of the fractionated
pulp is interesting. The measured value may be
somewhat on the higher side but, on the other hand,
it has a high average fibre length and low tensile
stiffness both of which enhance fracture energy.

Fig 13. Calculated fracture energy vs. measured fracture
energy. Calculation based on the analysis results (tensile
strength and tensile stiffness) from KCL. Fracture energy
measured at UPM RC using the L&W tensile tester for fracture
toughness.

The measured fracture energy of chemical pulp was
88% higher than that of CMRP. The difference in
calculated values is only 31 %. What could explain
this difference? The most likely reason is the fibre
strength that is not included in the model (Eq [3]).
In the original equation (Eq [2]), the effect of fibre
strength is included in the damage width wd but
replacing it with the average fibre length l excludes
the effect. As shown above, the zero-span strength
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of the mechanical pulp was about 30% lower than
that of the chemical pulp. This means that the
probability of fibre failures increases with
decreasing fibre strength, i.e. the effective fibre
length of mechanical pulp fibres was lower than the
measured value suggests. Kärenlampi and Yu
(1997) have shown that the fibre failure probability
increases and fracture energy decreases when fibres
of dry hand sheets are weakened by acid vapour
treatment. In their study, the initial reduction in
fracture energy was very drastic, thus decreasing
zero-span tensile index from 114 Nm/g to 78 Nm/g
reduced fracture energy from 19 Jm/kg to 7 J/m, that
is, to 37% of its initial value.
Kettunen et al. (2000) have shown that the damage
width can be linearly dependent on the zero-span
strength within a certain data set. If the fibre length
of mechanical pulp fibres is scaled by zero-span
data, the calculated values fall nicely on the line that
connects TMP and chemical pulp with one
exception, fractionated pulp (Fig 14). This indicates
that the difference between treated mechanical pulps
and chemical pulp arises mainly from fibre strength.
Scaling is simply done in the following way:

l s ! ll

zsd i
zsd c

[4]

ls = scaled average fibre length of pulp i
li = average fibre length of pulp i
zsdi = dry zero span strength of pulp i
zsdc = dry zero span strength of chemical pulp.

Fig 14. Calculated fracture energy vs. measured fracture
energy. Calculation based on the analysis results (tensile
strength, tensile stiffness, zero-span) from KCL. Fibre length in
the model corrected with the ratio of zero-span strength of the
pulps to that of chemical pulp (dry zerospan of 16 and 30 mesh
fractions).

The line drawn between chemical pulp and TMP
does not go through the origin, which indicates that
the model is not quite perfect and evidently
something is missing from it. One possible source of
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inaccuracy is the relationship between damage
width wd and fibre length. According to Kettunen et
al. (2000) the relationship between wd and average
fibre length is not necessarily fully linear and even
if it is, the trend line does not go through the origin.
Because of the relatively small sample, they were
not able to analyse the reasons for the deviations. In
the present study, the pulps were not analysed for
damage width wd and shedding more light on this
matter is not possible.
If it were possible to create a new type of pulp that
really could reinforce pulp furnish, it would be
logical to gear existing and new mechanical pulp
processes to a direction where they produce pulp
that fulfils the requirements of both surface and
printing quality, as well as strength and runnability
with a minimum chemical pulp amount. This
approach would resemble the old idea of monopulp
(Gavelin 1980, Sharman, Williams 1984). One
could also consider taking another direction and
make low energy TMP and allow the fibre length
and pulp strength to drop. The loss in these
properties could possibly be compensated by
increasing the chemical pulp content or by adjusting
the properties of the chemical pulp (fibre length,
beating etc.). After all, the question is about total
optimization of paper making. The optimum
solution depends on the price of electricity, wood
price and availability and the paper quality
requirements.

Conclusions
Developing mechanical pulp fibres (TMP rejects),
in order to improve their reinforcement ability,
using extensive refining or using a combination of
sulphonation and refining showed that mechanical
pulp can approach or reach the tensile strength and
Scott bond values of chemical pulp. On the other
hand, fracture resistance (tear strength, fracture
energy index) of mechanically or chemimechanically treated fibres remained far below
chemical pulp.
Maintaining high fibre length of mill TMP rejects
was possible and the average fibre length of the two
different (chemi)mechanical reinforcement pulps,
MRP (Mechanical Reinforcement Pulp) and CMRP
(Chemimechanical Reinforcement Pulp) was 2.2
mm. Probably the gentle, multi-stage treatment of
the rejects was the reason why the coarseness level
of chemical pulp was not reached. It is plausible that
by careful optimization high fibre length and low
coarseness could be simultaneously reached. If this
would be realized, a probably insurmountable
obstacle remains; fibre strength. Mechanical
development of fibres is based on deliberate
damaging of fibres and it is hardly possible to make

TMP fibre flexible and well bonding without
causing damage that reduces the longitudinal
strength of the fibres.
Based on the results from earlier research, it was
shown that fracture energy of hand sheets can be
expressed as function of tensile strength, tensile
stiffness and fibre length. When the applicability of
the model was tested with the data from this
research, it appeared that it exaggerates the fracture
energy of long fibred mechanical and chemimechanical pulps. Scaling fibre length by zero-span
tensile strength improved the model considerably.
From this it can be concluded that fibre strength
limits the fracture resistance of mechanical and
chemimechanical pulps. This result explains why
long fibre mechanical pulps, like TMP, do not
enable the use of as a low chemical reinforcement
pulp content in a paper furnish as one might assume
based the average fibre length and bonding
properties. One implication is that further
development efforts should give more emphasis to
decreasing energy costs than to preserving
mechanical pulp fibre length.
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Appendix 1
Analysis methods and their repeatability (coefficient of variation, CoV) when available. Repeatability figures are given by the
laboratory based on repeated measurements (n=30) or adopted from standards. Note that the repeatability depends on the pulp type.
The repeatability information was not always available for the pulp types studied in this research and the figures given here are
indicative only.
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Appendix 2
Table of results

*In calculation, length weighted average fibre length was used instead of arithmetic average fibre length. This causes some
inaccuracy to the results that are therefore indicative only.
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